The Huntington High School
Science National Honor Society

REQUESTS THE HONOR OF YOUR PRESENCE
AT THE MEMBER INDUCTION CEREMONY

Wednesday, October 15, 2014
6:30 PM
Heritage Room (140)

Refreshments to Follow

Inductees

Amin, Elyas    Glowacky, Christopher    McCartney, Caroline    Petrozzo, Caroline
Amin, Usra     Goldenbaum, Anna       McKenna, Jack          Richardson, Savannah
Bialkowski, Sofia Sunthner, Andrew    Meyer, Justin           Schiedler, Dylan
Blackburn, Cole Heart, Zach           Mills, Alexandra       Sheehan, Mary
Carpenter, Racherl Ikuomenisan, Omotayo Moriera, Jason        Shutman, Emily
Cartwright, Nina Koutron, Thomas       Murphy, Hanna          Stamatatos, Olivia
Conte, Samantha Latt, Sam              Palacios, Sabrina      Stickell, Jason
Dwyer, Ethan   Lopez, Cindy           Palmer, Kylie          Trousdell, Marygrace
Ehrman, Charlie Magele, Peter          Pandolfi, Nick         Wada, Hanae
Gallagher, Jack Mars, Ripley           Pashkin, Spencer       Whitcher, Ben

Club Advisor: Dame Forbes
Director of Science: Blaine Weisman
Principal: Dr. Carmela Leonardi
Superintendent: James W. Polansky